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ABSTRACT: Electron−phonon coupling controls nonradiative relaxation dynamics of the
photoexcited electron−hole pair in semiconductor nanostructures. Here the optoelectronic
properties for Al- and P-codoped silicon quantum dots (QDs) are calculated by combining
time-dependent density matrix methodology and ab initio electronic structure methods.
The energy-band landscape of the codoped Si QD is elucidated via time evolution of
population density distributions in energy and in coordinate space. Multiple nonradiative
relaxation pathways result in a specific charge-separated state, where a hole and an electron
are localized on Al and P dopants, respectively. Analysis of the simulated nonradiative
decay shows that high-energy photoexcitation relaxes to the band gap edge within 10 ps,
forming the final charge-transfer state. We also simulate time-resolved emission spectra of
the codoped Si QD that reveals optical and IR emissions below the optical band gap.
These emission features are attributed to the intraband transitions introduced by doping.

SECTION: Surfaces, Interfaces, Porous Materials, and Catalysis

Being one of the most abundant elements on the Earth,
silicon remains the main focus of intense engineering and

synthetic efforts in developing new, cheaper-processing nano-
sized materials for future technological applications. Thus, crys-
talline silicon quantum dots have well-studied electronic and
optical properties1−4 and exhibit technological potentials for
photovoltaic devices.5−7 Silicon nanowires (SiNWs)8,9 have
recently found many promising applications in electronic devices,
waveguides, and solar cells.10−12 Most of the photophysical pro-
perties important for these applications can be tuned by p- and
n-doping of silicon nanostructures. In such doped systems, the
p-n junction governs conditions for electron transfer, the effi-
ciency of which is the key factor in energy-conversion materials. As
such, elucidating electron-transfer pathways together with energy
losses due to lattice-induced charge-carrier relaxation and their
dependence on doping is critical for optimizing an efficiency of
Si-based optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. For example,
excited-state energy relaxation of SiNW with axial arrangement
of p-n junctions13 determines the carrier lifetime,14−16 and photo-
luminescence efficiency.17−20 Femtosecond pump−probe imaging
has been recently applied to get insights into charge-carrier
recombination in SiNW;19,20 however, interpretation of time-
resolved emission spectra is challenging because of the “dark”
character of electronic states of indirect-bandgap semiconductors,
such as silicon. As such, theoretical insights into pathways and
mechanisms of relaxation dynamics and photoemission in silicon

nanostructures could elucidate ways for controlling these pro-
cesses and help in rational design of Si-derived materials.
Various first-principle approaches beyond Born−Oppenheimer

approximations have been developed to describe such hot carrier
relaxation dynamics in different molecules,21−24 solids,25,26 and
nanostructures,27−29 including surface-hopping technique30

combined with methods ranging from density functional theory
(DFT)27−29 to semiempirical configurationally interaction (CI)
approaches31−34 and the multilevel Redfield theory.35−43 Our
previous computational modeling of various silicon nanostruc-
tures (including elongated codoped silicon QDs) based on
DFT electronic structure calculations and linear response time-
dependent DFT (TDDFT) simulations of excited states allowed
for a detailed analysis of their optical properties,44−47 while
relaxation rates in these systems have been investigated based
on the phenomenological Redfield theory.48

In the present work, we extend our simulations of the relaxa-
tion rates of photoexcited electrons and holes in Si QDs with Al
and P dopants by applying an ab initio treatment of the elec-
tronic states, when the underlying nonadiabatic transitions are
accompanied by the respective vibrational dynamics. Such calculated
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on-the-fly nonadiabatic couplings are then used as parameters
to the Redfield theory, providing dynamics of carriers and allow-
ing for analysis of multiple nonradiative relaxation pathways in
codoped Si QDs. The observed ultrafast electron−phonon
dynamics following photoexcitation is found to be controlled
by doping concentration and location. In addition, we simulate,
for the first time, the time-resolved emission spectra of the
codoped Si QD: the observable that can be directly compared
with experimental data. Our simulations provide information
on the nature and lifetime of emission states in doped nano-
materials. Because interpretation of time-resolved data is a chal-
lenging experimental task, our calculations could be valuable in
the analysis of pump−probe spectroscopy measurements.
We focus our modeling on Al- and P-codoped silicon quantum

dot (QD) with a composition formula Si36Al1P1H42. The codoped
QDs are elliptical and elongated in the ⟨111⟩ direction, along
which the dopant atoms are spread. The undoped Si QD of the
composition Si38H42 is used for a reference. An electronic struc-
ture of these clusters has been calculated using DFT49,50 with
the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional,51 as imple-
mented in the VASP software package.52 In this software, the
valence electrons are treated explicitly, while the core electrons
are described with PAW pseudopotentials.53 All calculations are
done in the plane-wave basis. Several electronic properties have
been extracted from these calculations, including the energy gap
between the respective Kohn−Sham highest occupied (HO) and
lowest occupied (LU) molecular orbitals, the electronic density of
states (DOS), the excitation lifetime, and the absorption spectrum.
The absorption spectra are calculated as

∑α ω δ ω ω= ℏ − ℏ
≡

f( ) ( )
I ij

I I
(1)

where the double index I = ij runs over all possible transitions
between occupied i and valence j Kohn−Sham energy levels
with transition frequency ℏωI. Each Dirac delta function δ is
weighted by the oscillator strength f I corresponding to the
transition. (See the details in the Supporting Information.)
Each resonance has been further broadened by 0.05 eV to
model the finite spectral width of the peaks.
The question of validity of a single-particle approach to the

excited state in QDs has been addressed in several
investigations.54 The studies of CdSe QDs show that excitonic
effects lead to a systematic red shift of transition energies
(of ∼0.3 eV), while not changing the shape and profile of the
spectra. The reason for such behavior is that the quantum
confinement effect in QD ensures that the electron and hole
kinetic energies (T ≈ 1/R2) dominate their electrostatic
interaction (Eex ≈ 1/R), as can be derived from the effective
mass theory.55 As a result, the optical spectra of QDs are
qualitatively represented by the independent electron and hole
picture.56 To confirm the validity of this approach in the case of
Si QD, we have compared optical transitions obtained from a
single-particle approach used in our work with those calculated
by linear response TD-DFT, which incorporates electron−hole
corrections. (See the details in the Supporting Information.) As
shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, TD-DFT
and DFT spectra of doped and pristine Si38H42 exhibit the same
features shifted by a constant energy offset of ∼0.6 eV
independent of transition energy, while the spectral shape stays
unchanged. Thus, similar to reported results for CdSe QDs,56 a
single-particle approach is appropriate for qualitative descrip-
tion of the optical spectra of Si quantum dots.57

By analogy to the absorption spectra, we further evaluated
the spectral density of emission from the density matrix ρij(t)
corresponding to excited, nonequilibrium states as

∑ω δ ω ω ρ ρ= ℏ − ℏ −
>

E t f t t( , ) ( ){ ( ) ( )}
j i

ij ij jj ii
(2)

∫ω ω=
∞

E t E t( ) d ( , )int
0

Here f ij, ℏωij, and ω stand for an oscillator strength, Kohn−
Sham orbital energy difference, and emission frequency,
respectively, and i(j) labels virtual (occupied) orbitals. The
information about time evolution of density matrix elements is
a critical component for computing time-resolved spectral probes,
charge density distribution, as well as rates of energy dissipation
and charge transfer.
To simulate time-dependent electronic properties, we further

performed molecular dynamics modeling using the VASP package
for up to 1 ps trajectory at ambient temperature. In our approach,
we neglect the vibrational reorganization of the excited state,
assuming that the geometry of the excited state is negligibly
changed upon photoexcitation due to rigidity of inorganic struc-
ture. This approximation is justified by relatively small Huang−
Rhys factors in silicon, as has been experimentally and theore-
tically shown in several reports.58−60 Extended discussion on
this question is provide in the Supporting Information. Following
the procedure described elsewhere,26,61,62 this provides us with
variations of DFT Hamiltonian, Kohn−Sham energies, and
nonadiabatic couplings between electronic levels computed on-
the-fly along the nuclear trajectory. Subsequently, the time
dependence for the density matrix (see the Supporting Information)
is computed for a specific initial excitation ρij

(a,b)(t = 0), where
initially an electron is promoted from an orbital a to an orbital b by
solving the equation of motion for the reduced density matrix for
electronic degrees of freedom

∑ρ ρ ρ
ρ

̇ = −
ℏ

− +
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟i

F F
t

( )
d

djk
l

jl lk jl lk
jk

diss (3)

where Fij in the first term is either one-electron Fock or Kohn−
Sham Hamiltonian. The second term in eq 3 (dρjk/dt)diss =
∑lmRjklmρlm represents dissipative electronic transitions facili-
tated by thermal fluctuations of the lattice ions through
nonadiabatic couplings. A time average of the autocorrelation
function of the electron-to-lattice nonadiabatic couplings pro-
vides coefficients of dissipative electronic transition quadratic
operator Rjklm that enter into the equation of motion eq 3 for
the electronic degrees of freedom. This approach describes
electron−phonon relaxation phenomena and allows for
calculation of dynamics of electronic charge distribution. This
model implies the following approximations: the ions are con-
sidered to be point charges, the lattice vibrations abruptly
equilibrate with a thermostat, the coupling autocorrelation func-
tion decays instantaneously leading to the Markov approximation,
the vibrational reorganization is neglected, and the excited- and
ground-state potential-energy surfaces are assumed to have the
same profiles (classical path approximation).
Figure 1a shows a schematic representation of ground-state

electronic structure of codoped Si QDs emerged from DFT
electronic structure calculations. The dopants Al and P atoms create
new states in the bandgap area near the CB minimum and the VB
maximum, respectively. There are six different representative optical
transitions illustrated in Figure 1a. Among them, four excitations
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signify interband transitions including dopant to dopant (transition 1),
dopant to Si (transition 2), Si to dopant (transition 3), and Si
to Si (transition 4). The remaining two processes represent
intraband transitions inside the conductions band (CB)
(transition 1′) and inside the valence band (VB) (transition
1′′). The dopants change the electronic structure of the QD and
further influence its optoelectronic properties, including absorp-
tion spectra, charge transfer, etc. The electronic energy scale in
the first row of Figure 1 is the same for all panels, which gives
us a consistent comparison.
Figure 1b shows evolution of the KS orbital energies along

1 ps adiabatic dynamics trajectory calculated at room temper-
ature. Thermal lattice vibrations significantly influence the sway
of their energies during molecular dynamics. The electron-
to-lattice interaction enables the energy redistribution between
electronic and nuclear subsystems, a process going beyond the
Born−Oppenheimer approximation. Two orbitals (blue and
light green) near the gap at the edge of the VB with energies
around −6 eV are contributed by the Al dopant. In addition,
one orbital near the edge of the CB (about −3 eV) is attributed
to the P dopant. It is interesting to note that the fluctuations of
dopants’ orbitals tend to have larger amplitudes of orbital
energy variation than those of Si-host orbitals, as shown in
Figure 1b. This is an indirect sign of more localized character of
dopant orbitals than the bulk-like Si delocalized states. This
statement is supported by Figure 1h, displaying the HO and LU
partial charge densities projected onto the z axis. Figure 1h
directly illustrates the significant localization of HO on Al and
LU on P dopant atoms with a small portion delocalized over Si

atoms. One can provide the following explanation of larger
oscillation of localized orbitals: If an orbital is localized around
some ion, then changes in a motion of this atom should lead to
significant perturbations of the electronic density of this state
that results in noticeable changes in its electronic energy during
dynamics. In contrast, if an orbital is delocalized so that the
corresponding charge density distribution is nonzero in the
vicinity of each nucleus in the crystal lattice, thermal fluctua-
tions of nuclei motion provide contributions of almost random
amplitude and phase into the energy of such orbital.63,64 An
average of such contributions adds up in a destructive way and
hence results in small changes of the electronic energy. The
situation is different for localized orbitals: Being dependent on
distortion of only one or a few ions, the average contribution of
nucleus motion is constructive and the relevant orbital energies
get substantial fluctuations. Because the orbitals contributed by
Al and P dopants are localized around a few atoms, it is ex-
pected that these states should stronger fluctuate. In the
undoped model, the orbitals are very delocalized and show
smaller fluctuations.
Figure 1d shows the resulting DOS of Kohn−Sham orbitals

calculated using an electronic structure at equilibrium (ground-
state optimal geometry) and 0.05 eV empirical broadening
parameter for each state. As expected, the orbitals associated
with dopants appear as additional features near the bandgap in
the codoped Si QD. Namely, the Al (III group element) dopant
contributes to the new HO at ε(HO) = −5.7 eV, whereas the P
(V group element) dopant brings forward LU at ε(LU) = −3.1 eV.
As such, doping narrows the bandgap of semiconductor

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of electronic structure of Al and P codoped Si QD in its ground state. Solid (dashed) lines represent
occupied (empty) orbitals. Color-coding symbolizes the assignment of orbitals to different elements. Arrows symbolically represent different
transitions: Interband transitions are labeled by 1, 2, and 3 and intraband transitions are labeled by 1′ and 1″. (b) Time evolution of KS orbital’s
energy along the 1 ps molecular dynamics trajectory. (c) Iso-contours of the population Δn(a,b)(ε,t) providing the dynamics of electron (red) and a
hole (blue) after photoexcitation (peak A′) in the codoped silicon QD; green corresponds to zero population. (d) Equilibrium density of states
(DOS) of the codoped Si QD. (e) Calculated absorption spectra of the codoped (blue) and undoped (red) QDs. (f) Examples of absolute values of
Redfield tensor elements |Riijj| used to simulate photoexcited dynamics. (g) Dynamics of spatial distribution of charge population Δn(a,b)(z,t). (h)
Partial charge density of HO and LU orbitals projected on the Z axis and their 3D iso-surfaces (gray clouds) for codoped Si QD. Blue, green, ocean
green, and red spheres stand for Al, P, H, and Si atoms, respectively.
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cluster to ∼2.3 eV, denoted here as p-n junction, where p
(positive) and n (negative) refer to Al and P dopants,
respectively. Such electronic structure already suggests that if
photoexcitation of codoped Si QD relaxes to HO and LU
orbitals, then the final stage represents a charge-separated state
with an electron and a hole localized on P and Al dopants,
respectively.
The calculated absorption spectra of codoped and undoped

QDs are shown in Figure 1e. The high intensity peaks signify
transitions with the largest oscillator strengths. The spectra
show features (A/A′, B/B′, C/C′, and D/D′) similar for both
codoped Si and undoped Si clusters, owing to transitions
between Si-based orbitals. In addition, the codoped cluster has
a unique lower-intensity feature E′, attributed to the dopants.
Moreover, the absolute values of energies of features A′, B′, C′,
and D′ are shifted compared with the undoped case, which is
also due to the host-doping interaction.
To simulate photoexcitation dynamics (time evolution of

electron−hole pairs of orbitals), we first extract the Redfield
tensor Riijj from our DFT calculations. Absolute values of
selected elements of Riijj are shown Figure 1f. The diagonal line
(from the left bottom corner to the right top corner)
corresponds to very small transition rates, which are not
physically meaningful, representing transitions between the
same orbital. Only several transition rates along the subdiagonal
lines are nonvanishing, indicating that nonradiative transitions
are most probably occur between the nearest neighboring
orbitals |i − j|=1. Similar results on the dominant contribution of
the phonon-mediated transitions between the nearest neighboring
states have been obtained for CdSe and PbSe QDs.27−29 For
the doped Si QD, these transitions can be symbolically
arranged in three types: (i) intraband electron relaxation in
the CB, shown in the positive quadrant (i > HO, j > HO), (ii)
intraband hole relaxation in the VB, shown in the negative
quadrant, (i ≤ HO, j ≤ HO), and (iii) interband nonradiative
electron−hole recombination processes, shown in the cross-
quadrants (i ≤ HO, j > HO) and (i > HO, j ≤ HO). We
observe that the transition rates for electrons are higher than
those for holes (see Table 1), ascribed to stronger nonadiabatic
couplings in the CB compared with that in the VB.65

If the cluster is irradiated by a steady light with the frequency
Ω = (εb − εa)/ℏ, an electron can be excited from the state a in
the VB to the state b in the CB. Notably, such photoexcitation
could be composed of multiple electron hole pairs. Here we
created the photoexcited electron−hole pair by promoting an
electron from a = HO-30 to b = LU+7, which corresponds to
the absorption feature A′ in the spectrum of the codoped QD,
with transition energy of 5.65 eV. This is the dominant optically
active state computed for this cluster. Using previously
developed formalism for optical properties,44,45,47,48,66,67 we
further model excitation dynamics, that is, nonradiative
relaxation of the electron and hole states down to the LU
and HO orbitals, respectively, occurring due to nonadiabatic
electron−phonon processes. Such relaxation has been recently
experimentally investigated in the codoped QDs.17,18 Our
simulation results shown in Figure 1c summarize evolution of
electron and hole states starting from the photoexcited peak A′.
Displayed are the iso-contours of the population Δn(a,b)(ε,t)
obtained from eq SI-17 (Supporting Information), with red
(blue) color indicating large gain (loss) of charge density with
respect to the equilibrium distribution. The input orbital
energies and their population dynamics were provided by ab T
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initio electronic dynamics calculations of the models of
codoped Si36Al1P1H42.
Figure 1c illustrates that nonradiative internal conversion of

photoexcited electron and hole completes within 10 ps. In
Figure 1g, we further analyze the evolution of the nonequili-
brium charge density distribution projected onto the z direc-
tion, calculated with eq SI-28 (Supporting Information). Con-
comitant to Figure 1c, this picture shows that an electron and a
hole reach the LU and HO orbitals localized mainly on the P
and Al dopants, respectively. Notably, the electron nonradiative
relaxation is faster compared with the hole relaxation, possibly
because of the two reasons: (i) the energy of the excited
electron orbital is much closer to the band edge compared with
that of the hole and (ii) the electron−phonon couplings are
stronger than hole−phonon couplings.
Table 1 summarizes our computational results on the energy

dissipation and charge-transfer process for different electron−
hole excitations (a→b), corresponding to various peaks in the
absorption spectra (Figure 1e) of codoped and undoped clusters.48

Different values of energy dissipation rates Kel, Kho, and Kex =
Kel + Kho are computed according to eq SI-25 (Supporting
Information). The dissipation rates for electrons in the undoped
QD approximately follow the trend, often referred to as “band
gap law”. Specifically, relaxation occurs faster for smaller values
of an average portion of energy, dissipated in a single event,
⟨ΔE⟩ = (E(0) − E(∞))/Nbands, where Nbands stands for the
number of individual relaxation steps experienced by the carrier
during relaxation pathway. This observation agrees well with
the results previously reported for spherical Si-QDs treated by
surface-hopping computational technique.65 Overall, the cal-
culated net internal conversion rates after photoexciting the
dominating absorbance peaks (A/A′, B/B′, and C/C′ (Figure 1e))
are slightly slower in the codoped QD compared with the
respective rates in the undoped cluster, as compared in Table 1.
The exception is the fast relaxation rate for the initial excitation
near the Si−Si bandgap (peak D′) in the codoped QD. In
contrast with the undoped QD, these peak involves both elec-
tron and hole transitions, with holes relaxing very fast from
HO-2 to HO. Because of hybridization of orbitals on Si and Al
atoms, hole states are strongly coupled to phonons and exhibit
ultrafast formation of final charge-transfer state on the Al and P
dopants’s orbitals.
To study in details dynamics of radiative and nonradiative

energy dissipation, we now focus on the photoexcitation with
the energy of 4.09 eV promoting an electron from HO-2 to
LU+12, which corresponds to the C′ peak in absorbance spectra.
Figure 2a clearly demonstrates that electronic energy dissipation

via the lattice vibrations predominantly occurs between about
0.1 and 4 ps and then stays at the edge of the band gap for
longer than 100 ps. Using eq 2 (also see eq SI-11 in the Supporting
Information), we have computed time-resolved emission spectrum
following the instantaneous photoexcitation at transition energy
of 4.09 eV, as displayed in Figure 2b. An emission signal at the
range 4.09 eV, which corresponds to the parent interband
absorption from VB to CB (peak C′), disappears within 0.1 ps,
reflecting the beginning of the vibrational relaxation. Tran-
sitions at energy of ∼3.3 eV seen in Figure 2a at a time interval
of 1 to 2 ps have very weak photoluminescence and are not
seen in Figure 2b. The intensity of this component is weaker
than other transitions because the excitation is relaxing further
down in energy toward charge-transfer dark states. Interest-
ingly, there are five additional intraband emission features at
energies less than 1.5 eV. These bands are absent in the
absorption spectrum. Because the bandgap of codoped Si QD is
more than 2 eV, these emission signals correspond to the
intraband transitions CB to CB or VB to VB (1′ and 1″
transitions in Figure 1a) for the photoexcited electron or hole.
These radiatively allowed transitions with the energies smaller
than the band gap can be observed in ultrafast time-resolved
pump−probe spectroscopies. Figure 2c presents the respective
integrated emission spectrum of the codoped Si QD after
4.09 eV photoexcitation. The emission peaks at 4.09 and 0 to
1 eV are consistent with the features in Figure 2b. However, the
emission features around 3 eV (Si−Si interband photolumines-
cence), which are very weak and invisible in Figure 2b, clearly
appear in the integrated emission plot. These excitations are
activated in the later stages of the dynamics (after 1 ps) and
stay active for a longer period of time (up to 6 ps), providing a
noticeable contribution to the integrated emission. Previously,
photoluminescence of B- and P-codoped Si QDs has been
experimentally detected at transition energies below the band gap
of Si.17,18 We attribute these optical transitions to the hydrogen-
like states of the shallow dopants.68

In summary, the optoelectronic properties and nonadiabatic
photoexcited dynamics of p-n doped and undoped Si QD are
modeled using theoretical technique combining density matrix
formalism and ab initio electronic structure calculations. Our
simulations provide detailed information on absorption spectra,
nonradiative relaxation, and time-resolved photoluminescence
spectra in both codoped and undoped Si clusters. Overall, the
fundamental Si−Si cluster bandgap is tuned by quantum con-
finement in both systems. However, compared with the undoped
cluster, Al and P dopants introduce new states near the bandgap,
which are spatially localized on the dopant atoms. Our results

Figure 2. Simulated photoexcited dynamics after excitation at 4.09 eV (peak D′ Figure 1e) of the codoped QD. (a) Dynamics of the exciton
(electron−hole pair) energy dissipation with time. Colors correspond to the population scaled accordingly to the rainbow order: red stays for
maximum population and navy blue for zero population. (b) Calculated time-resolved emission spectrum. Colors correspond to the intensity
(oscillator strength) of transition scaled accordingly to the rainbow order: red stays for maximum intensity and navy blue for zero. (c) Integrated
emission spectrum.
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demonstrate that transitions between those bands contribute to
the absorption and emission spectra. For instance, the absorption
spectrum of the codoped QD reveals an additional low-energy
peak arising from the dopant transitions compared with the
spectrum of the undoped model. Simulated time-resolved emis-
sion spectra of the codoped QD contain short-lived interband
together with intraband transitions. Emission with energies
larger than the optical bandgap is ascribed to the interband
transitions between the host silicon states. Our simulations also
revealed optical and IR emissions below the optical band gap.
These emission features are attributed to the intraband transi-
tions introduced by doping. Similar emission with energies
below the band gap has been experimentally detected in B- and
P-codoped Si QDs,17,18 and our simulations help to elucidate
the nature of such transitions. Photoexcited electron and hole
relax nonradiatively within 10 ps, when 1.5 to 3 eV of electronic
energy is being transferred to the heat (lattice vibrations). The
initially delocalized charge density then evolves to the lowest
excited electronic state, which has charge-separated character
(i.e., an electron and a hole reach LU and HO states localized
mostly on Al and P atoms, respectively). Our computational
modeling provides detailed analysis of the optoelectronic pro-
perties of Si QD with p-n dopants, which could be helpful for
improving nanostructured semiconductor materials for photo-
voltaic applications.
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